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Executive Board votes to hire professional for CHC
By Nanette Strehl
Student Organization's new Executive Board voted 10-1 last
Thursday to hire a professional to
work wi th the Commun icationHelp Center and Kean's funded
groups because of their belief that
the Center could not function at its
present level without professional
supervi sion.
The deci sion by the Board came
five weeks after the old Executive
Board's decision to term inate the
position of the Center's director .
That decision prompted controversy over whether the Center
could function at its present level
without professional supervision
and whether the old Board's
reasons of "financial constraint"
and decreasing full -time enrollment were sound ones .
At the Executive Board meeting
last Thursday, three CHC representatives told the Board that
CHC' s doors wou Id close if no professional supervision was provided . Peter Gastiger, secretary of
CHC, said a consensus had been
reached by CHC members on this

deci sion prior to Thu rsday's meeting.
"If we don't get a professional to
work with us, we won't be able to
function up to par on the phones,"
Gastiger said Tuesday. He added,
"What does a volunteer w ho gets a
suici de call do when he can' t consult a professional for advice?"
Peter Gastiger said that Treasurer Ann Zuk and Walk-in Coordinator Karen Bathman investigated other college programs to
see how wel I they functioned without professionals. The women presented their findings to the Board
last Thursday . Gastiger said the results of the investigation showed "a
decrease in efficiency" in the Centers run without professionals.
Although the Board did not
reinstate thf director's position ,
Gastiger said CHC's new employee will fulfill CHC's constitutional
needs because the employee will
fulfill the requirements of crises
superyision, training preparation,
collecting statistical data, and the
provision of tra ining to groups and
individual s. In addition to overse-

eing CHC, the new employee will
also be responsi ble for assisting
funded groups.
Asked if he was pl eased with the
Board 's decision, Gastiger said the
new arrangement was better than
alternati ves that were previously
offered . He noted that CHC volunteers w ill have to take on more responsi bilities, but added, "as long
as they can do what' s asked of
them , Hotline can function ."
The four alternatives, listed in a
memorandum from Vice President
of Student Services Pat Ippolito,
were distributed at the Student
Council's April 19 meeting. They
ranged from obtaining an employee from Kean's Counseling Center
to providing faculty assistance to
utilizing graduate assistants. It was
later agreed by CHC members that
the alternatives wouldn' t allow
CHC to function . Many later stated
that the old Executive Board made
their decisions without considering the ramifications .
Several Executive Board members felt-that the old Board's reason
of "financial constraint" was not

w arranted . Joe Hawley, senior
class president, said that the Organ ization had $3 3, 000 in reserves and would be receiv ing
spring semester fees. Other members said that if financi al constraint
w as indeed the reason, the likel ihood of the administration picking
up Tom O ' Donnell's salary of
$32, 000 from Student Organizati on would compensate for paying
Cote's salary of $18, 200. Although
they would not disclose them, a
few people said that the director's
termination was due to other
reasons beside financial constraint
and decrease in full-time enrollment.
At a meeting on Tuesday with
Hotline and Executive Board
members, it was stated that an adhoc committee consisting of three
Executive Board members, two
Student Council members, and
two Hotline members will be es~ablished to determine such things
as the new employee's job description .
Tom O ' Donnell , former director

of Administrative Services who's
presently program coordinator for
the East Campus, stressed the importance of fi nd ing a new em ployee as soon as possible and establish ing a well-organized search.
_O ' Donnell also said he would
assist the new employee in his/her
job of assisting the funded groups
since Mr. O ' Donnell's former position included these duties, allowing him to become close to many
funded groups. Mr. O'Donnell
also said that he and Miss Cote
would help train the new employee.
Although the final decision for
hiring the new employee rests with
the Executive Board, the ad-hoc
committee will give their recommendation to the Executive Board .
The committee will be meeting
at 3 p.m . on Tuesdays until the end
of the spring semester. Funded
groups interested in having input
may send one representative.
The May 21 meeting will focu s
on the employee's job description,
benefits and salary.

Carnival overall financial success· .
By Marta}aremko
$4 ,000.
Student Organ ization reported
Baggstrom explained that the
that the second annual Kean Col- difference in figures stemmed from
lege Carnival held on Apri l 25-28 a m re efficiently run and orat \he Vaughn-~ames parking lot
gan\zed carnival, and by the exyielded better financial results than perience and knowledge gained
that ofthe previousyear.
from last year's mistakes. More
According to Tom Baggstrom, specifically, one reason for last
treasurer of Student Organization year's losses was that the Carn ival
and a Carni va l Committee mem- Committee hired 31 maintenance
ber, the 1984 figure was a loss of people instead of the required 10.
$1 77 .52. The 1985 carnival, how- Another reason was that the comever, brou ght in approx imately _ mittee was not as knowledgeable

in the costs of running a carni va l
and subsequently got over-

to last year's gross of over $1 ,000 .
Michael Coyne, new ly elected

members were going to walk
around the carnival grounds sell-

charged. It was also reported that a

chairperson of C.C.B. , explained

ing their Hotline \ollJD and ~
ru..unn.~ ~ J
but BaJIBSUom

total of 33 funded and non-fu d d
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groups participated this year, com-

toss, was more prorrtable. Coyne

pared to last year' s total of 23
groups.
Although no group actually lost
money, several made less th is year
than in 1984. For example, the
College Center Board, w hich ran
th e cat toss booth, made approximately $700 this year, com pared

said that the choosing of the games
in 1984 was done as a lottery and
thi s year it was conducted on a
first-come, first-serve basis . He
said that next year he would like to
see the Carnival Committee run
game choices as a lottery, which
he feels is a fairer system . Coyne
added that he felt C.C. B. was fa irly
successful this year because of the
manpower and backing of group
members, but even with hardworki ng members, some groups
may not have made as much
money because the prizes were
too expensive or the games were
too easy.
The Council fo r · Exceptional
Children, for example, had the
manpower and a game that they
originally thought was very difficult to win. But according to one
C.E.C. member, as the evening
progressed, everyone began winning their large and expensive stuffed anima ls. C.E.C. did, however,
end up making $169 .
Sigma Theta Ch i made less
money this year, according to Orlando Proenza, president of the
fraternity . He told the Independent
that the Carnival Committee mistakenly gave the Chi shuffleboard
game to the Rho Theta Tau sorority. A compromise was worked out
in whi ch both the sorority and
'fraternity would work the booth
and the committee would match
wh at the sorority earned and reimbursed Ch i. Proenza said that they
made$386.
Hotline said that thi s year they
technically made more than in
1984 because they sold only balloons instead of last year's game
and ba lloons. Originally, Hotline

Members of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity held a 24 hour run for hunger on campus that started at 3 p.m.
last Friday. The fraternity got over 100 sponsors in their effort to raise money for Save the Children Fund.
Chapters from NJIT, Upsala College, Montclair State, Rutgers, Fairleigh Dickinson and Kean participated
in the event.
photo by A./. ~undstrom
Courtesr_ ~(The Daily Journal
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offered them an unclaimed boothwhich they used in addition to
walking around with balloons.
The most financial successful
groups were the Greek. Alph a
Theta Pi earned $1347 .58 and Nu
Sigma Pi made $1 005 . Sigma Beta
Tau ran a tic-tac-toe game and a
very profitable hamburger stand
and earned over $400 over last
year for a total of $1 515 .94.
~tudent Organi zation, whose
members wanted to donate their
carn ival proceeds to the African
Relief Fund, did not fare so well,
according to Ci ndi Thompson,
fo rmer Student Org. secretary .
They were supposed to have a
computer portrait booth but the
vendor backed out and they decided to sell fruit juice as a last
minute substitute. Thompson said
that too much juice was purchased
and was sold too cheaply. As a result, Thompson said Student Org.
barely broke even .
Baggstrom said that of the 33
groups that had booths, only nine
were funded groups. He said that
those funded groups who will ask
for more money at the end of the
year should have had booths to
earn extra money.
In addition to Baggstrom , other
members of the Carn ival Committee incl uded M ichael Coyne,
Nadine Twaddell , Karen Butler,
Robin Loder, Lyndan Patrick and
Dave McCarthy, who ran the ticket
booths. The brothers of Nu Sigma
Pi acted as security guards.
Baggstrom
indicated
that
another important reason that the
Carnival Committee earned over
$4000 was that thi s year's carnival w as much better attended than
last year's.
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~peech clinic underway
The Kean College Speech and · therapy is $50.
Therapy is offered to persons
Hearing Clinic is accepting registration for the annual summer needing help in articulation , declinic. Individual speech therapy layed language, language impairwill begin June 25, for a six-week ment following a stroke, voice disperiod . Therapy is offered three orders, myofunctional disorders,
times weekly, 45 minutes per ses- hearing impai rment and stuttering
disorders.
sion.
Persons interested may teleAccordi ng to Dr. Joyce C. Heller
of Englewood Cliffs, cl in ic direc- phone the cli nic director or Carole
tor, a diagnostic evaluation is re- Grove, department secretary, at
quired prior to enrollment. D iag- 527-22 18 to arrange an appointnostic evaluation costs ·$75 and ment for the evaluation .

Athletic workshop scheduled
High school students considering careers in athletic training will
be attending a workshop June 30 to
July 3 at Ke.an College sponsored
by Cramer Products Inc. of Gardner, Kansas.
The Cramer Student Athletic
Trainer Workshop has been conducted nation-wide since 1957
and is aimed at teaching high and
junior high school students the
fundamentals of athletic injury
care and prevention .
Kean College athletic training
faculty members certified by the

National Athletic Trainers Association and Cramer Products Irie. will
offer lectures and demonstrations
that concentrate on taping and
wrapping techniques .
Interested students should contact Gary Ball of Wyckoff, athletic
training program director at Kean
College. The tuition fee is $140
payable by check to Student Athletic Trainer Workshop. It should be
mailed to Cramer Products Inc.,
P.O . Box 1001 , Gardner, KS
66030.

Kean Dance Theatre per/orms
Kean Dance Theatre would like interpretation of them to be a very
to extend an invitation to the col - moving experience for all.
lege community to join them for an
Webster describes dance as "to
entertaining spring performance, perform a rhythmic and patterned
which will be taki.ng place on May · succession of movements, com16, 17 and 18 at 8:15 p.m. and monly to music" the other pieces
May 19 at 3:00 p.m . in the Wilkins in our program Collage, Heros and
Theatre .
Short Stories are a combination of
This semester our choreog- many choreographers interpretarapher and director William · tions of that description . Each indiChaison , was inspired by the vidual puts so much ofhimself/herworks of the famous Spanish writer self into their piece that you will
frederico Garcia lorca. His w orks

see m any d ifferent personalities

have been described as presen ti ng
an abstract surrea listic view of life,
hi s obsession with death i'n life and
civi lization combi ne to create an
exceptional vehicle of inspiration
for Mr. Chaison. We think this
dance theatric piece will be espedally of interest to those who have
read Mr. Lorca's meaningful
works, you will find Mr,.ChaisoA's

a nd mean ings c ross the stage du ring our performance. The innerself of each choreographer will be
presented for all to see.
Again , we'd like to see and feel
your presence in our audience, so
please come, get comfortable and
prepare yourself for an enjoyable
evening of dance, dancers and

dancing.

C.P .A.P ./Job opportunities
publications listing ava ilable positions both locally and nationwide.
Most of the available openings
nar, on Thursday, May 16, 1985 in
requi re at least a Bachelor's dethe Auditorium, First Floor Main
gree. Advanced positions may also
Building, East Campus at 6:00
require M .A.'s and Ph.D's.
p.m. Major company, government
We do, however, keep a file listagency and school representatives
ing non-degree, part-time and
will be available in person to speak
openings.
U nderwith you regardi ng resume prepa- summer
ration, interviewing techniques graduates should check th is fi le if
they are interested in employment
and " how to get the job."
while attend ing college.
For more info rmation, visit or
No appointment is necessary to
call the Career Planning and Placevisit the Job Bank Room and check
ment Office at 527-2040 .
positions ranging from Accoun' tants and Financial Analysts to
Available job opportunities
Lawyers, Scientists and Industry
• The CPP Office has a Job Bank
Room containing files of job vac- Bank and educational positions
ancies, job newsletters and other ranging from Alernative Teaching
Important announcement

Dialogue with Employers Semi-

The Leisure Activities Club, in
cooperation with the students of
Kean College, will be providing recreational opportunity, in the upcoming year . Through various off
campus events, we hope to arouse
a feeling of enthusiasm in reviving
the off campus party . The coordi nators of this club will be promoting outdoor activities such as,
camping, hiking, canoeing, and
horseback riding. In addition to
these outdoor leisure activities, we
will be presenting many trips to
sporting events, rock concerts, and
broadway performances. Our club
gives the students the opportunity
to participate and appreciate the
benefits of leisure and travel,

Counseling Center/
Leaving school blues
Dear Connie:

I don't know what's wrong with
me. I've been impossible to live
with, I don't feel like doing any
work, and I find myself getting mad
at everything and everybody.
Th is is all new for me. I'm a
senior; I've done well academically and socially, and I've always
considered myself to be fairly well
adjusted and able to cope fairly
well.
I' m graduating and I should be
happy. Instead I feel bitchy all the
time and sometimes I feel like crying for no reason . I have so much
to do before the end of the semester and I just can't seem to do it. I' m
beginning to panic that I won't
finish my work and then I won't

graduate.
I've never felt that I've needed
help before . What should I do?
Anonymous
Dear A:

I wonder how much you're
going through right now is related
to leaving college. It sounds as
though your experience here ha.s
certainly been a good one. It's hard
to leave a place that has encouraged and reinforced such good
feelings about yourself.
For many of us, college provides
a first taste of adulthood, while at
the same time providing comfortable protection . The prospect of
continuing our adult status without
this comfort can be scary. What

We Offer More Than Just Rafting
*
*
*
*

Bus leoves TPA Circle ot 8 AM
So turdoy, Moy 18, 1985
Worm-Up Porty 8,05 AM
All Doy Rofting!I
Chompogne Porty Q PM (On Compus)

With DJ and Dancing All Night Long!!!

PRICE: i20 Rofting Only or i30 Porty Pockoge

OPEN 2pm-ZamMoo&Sat4-Z
SANDWICHES - QUICHE- SNACKS SERVED
GAMES •· JUKE BOX • DANCING

51 South Day St. , Orange, N.J.

(201 ) 676-1399

Many students and alumni tiave
received employment because of
these listings. We invite you to
check them out also!!!

beyond the limits of our campus .
When was the last time you were
The Leisure Activities Club cat- able to sit back, relax, and enjoy
ers to the entire college communi- . the company of your friends in a
ty. If you like to travel and go new atmosphere? Don't you owe it
places, meet new people and ex- to yourself to try something new?
perience new things with your
Our club is simply a group of
friends, we want you as a member.
friends who would like to take trips
We require no commitments, no
off campus. Having fun is our main
pledges, and no dues, just an honest con·sideration . Check into one objective . We are looking for
people who have good ideas to
of our trips. If you choose to take
contribute to our cause . If you are
advantage of what we have to
offer, you become a member, it is interested in attending one of our
trips, or would like to join us and
as simple as that.
If you think you hve experienced give us your ideas on leisure activities, we would like to accomall that you could at Kean College,
Think againl ... Take a minute modate you .
and try to remember the last time
Your ~onsideration is greatly apyou went to a really good party . .. preciated.

Continentol Breokfo.st * Unlimited Beveroges
Chompogne Porty * All Night DJ ond Doncing
* Plus All Doy Rofting On The Delowore River*

~me see our special events bulletin

Chronicle of Higher Education,
The Academic Journal, Affirmative
Action Register, Out-of-State Education Jobs, Medical Job Scope
Bulletin, Career Opportunity
Index, and the Job Opportunities
Bulletin for State, County and
Local Government.
.,

L.A. club/Providing recreation

Not Just Any Rafting Trip

For Men & Women

openings to Substitutes and
Teachers. There are fortyseven job
categories in all.
The Job Bank Room also has
publications and newsletters listing local, state, federal and nationwide jobs. They include: the

U111lted Spac• Avollobl•
Sign Up In StudHt C•nt.,, Mon-Thu,s, 10-3

O,Call
Dion•, 202 Butch, 527-2909
Scotto, Jo., 103 Burch 527-2779
Don, 611 Bu,ch, 527-2736)
Mlcho•I (215) o, G.11lck (219), 2nd floo, Whlt•111on

you did not mention are your post
graduation plans. If you have a job
or more schooling li ned up, you
may be nervous about it. Not having plans can be equally as
frightening.
Saving goodbye to friends is also
a hard thing. Although you may
have plans to see each other out-·
side of school, it is likely that things
will be different. Your anger and
short-temperedness may be a mask
for some deeper fee lings related to
the anticipation of loss.
Please keep in mind that the difficulty you' re having now may be
very much a part of your good experiences here. It hurts to leave, so
you react by getting mad. Your difficulty wiht getting your school
work done may even be an effort to
postpone the inevitability of having to say goodbye.
You have been an achiever and
you still are. Your feelings of competence do not have to change just
because your environment does.

Residents'
Association
election results
President
Dan Rush
Vice President
Steve Turner
Treasurer
Kevin Kellejan
Secretary
Kim Cornell
Social Chairperson
Vinnie DeChiara
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Speak Out

What's the first thing that comes to your mind when
you think of Kean Colleg~?

By Mina Botash
Photos by Garry Black

Chrissy Zurla
"I think of a movie m which
Orson Wells starred (Citizen

Kane) ."

Fran Cohen
"I think of a small personalized
college where you can get a good
education at an inexpensive cost."

Gene Foti
"The desolate Student Center
and al I the parking tickets I owe."

Howie Tsernov
"A
three-ring
circus
and
Bellvue. This campus is like a can
of Planters mixed peanuts, all different kinds of nuts on campus."

Maureen Rodger
"I like Kean; I came back after
nine years-the faculty is good. "

,-4\.

Richard Pisz
"The new name for Newark
State College. I've been here since

MikeCoyne
"The Governor and all the

Angelo Malgieri

•b9 and\ st\\\ ca\\ it Newar\( State ."

people who pronounce it wrong.•

tion .•

"Romper Room and gradua-

SUMMER JOB
Full Time During Summer
Part.Time (two days per week)
During School Year
Undergraduate - $6.15 per hour
(Juniors &Seniors Only)
Graduate- $8.20 per hour
Environmental Sciences, Computer Sciences &
Geology
Majors:
Civil Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Environmental Engineering
Location:
With NJ Department of Environmental Protection
Trenton, NJ
Contact:
Dr. S.L. Cheng
Dept. of Civil & Environmental Engineering
NJ Institute of Technology, Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 596-2453 (1-4 PM Weekdays)
Please Apply On Or Before May 31, 1985

Brian Incorvaia
"I think you get out of it what you
put into it."

Pete Gastiger
"An ulcer. Between financial aid
and adjunct teachers every day, it
is a soap opera "As the Ulcer
Burns."

Prof. Anne Venezia receives award
Anne L. Venezia of North
Caldwell, an associate professor of
health and physical education at
Kean College, has received the
Honor Award of the Eastern District Association of the American
Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance.
The award, the association's
highest acclamati6n, was presented March 8 at an association
convention . It recognizes Venezia's work as distinguished in the
field.
In 1983 Venezia received the
Honor Fellow Award of the New
Jersey Association for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance.

Venezia completed a two-year
term in February 1984 as vice president for physical education of the
state group. She served on the association's district council and the
alliance's national council.
Other awards include a silver
bowl from the North Jersey Board
of Training Officials and election
to Who's Who in American

Women .
A graduate of Ithaca College,
she received a master of science in
education degree from Hofstra
University. She also has studied at
New York and Columbia Universities and at the University of
Wyoming.

Kean students listed in Who's Who
Thirty-eight students from Kean
College will be listed in the 198485 edition of Who's Who Among

Students in American Universities
and Colleges.
Janice Murray, associate dean of
students, said, "Each of the students selected have demonstrated
excellence and achievement in
several aspects of their lives. This is
a great honor for them and they are
really excited about it."
Murray said a committee at
Kean used four criteri a for
nominating the _students : Participation
and
leadership
in
academics and extra-curricular activities, citizenship and service to
the college community, scholarship ability and the potential for future achievement.
"The faculty, staff and students
who nominate the recipients see
this award as an honor deserved by
those who are truly outstanding,"
Murray said.
The following Kean College students have been selected : Emmanuel Adeleye, Nigeria; Thomas
Baggstrom, Union; Fred Benedict,

irvington; Ann Ciccia, Belford;
Elizabeth Cifrodella, Newark; Kim
Cornell, Somerville; Ines Cramer,
Red Bank; Lisa Ann Cybulski , Linden; Kristen Davis, Chatham;
Barbra Ann Finger, Elizabeth ; Lisa
Fritz, Cranford ; Arthur Glover,
Orange;
Joseph
Guglielmo,
Newark; Lisa Ann Henningsen,
South Amboy; Cathy Jacobs,
Paterson ; Taraneh Khonsari , Hillside; Joan Koerber, Newark; Corrine Loppe, Scotch Plains; Debra
Ludzieski ,
Roebling;
Joan
Mccann,
Union;
Michelle
Mcsweeney, Roselle; Barbara M iller,
Englishtown;
Cheryl
Mironczuk, Avenel ; Steve Pasmanik, Elizabeth; Robert Randolph, Passaic; Anthony Robinson, England; Frank Saunders,
Union; Stephanie Schibell , Neptune; August Semple, Cranford ;
Georgette Siegel, Sussex; Adele
Silva, Elizabeth; Elmer Terry,
Plainfield, Cynthia Thomas, Mercerville;
Michael
Wasmer,
Paramus; Ralph Witcher, Camden; Sandra Worman, Secaucus;
Mark Yablonsky, Springfield, and
Helen Zipper, Union .

Thurs., May 16, 1985
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Editorials.
Student isolation

Letters
Expectations of attendance must be college-wide

Last week, an employee of Suburban Cablevision
telephoned the Independent office asking why we
thought demonstrations were recently held at schools
such as Columbia and Rutgers but not at Kean. During
the course of our conversation, comparing the protests of the 60's with the 80's, we focused on the
change in students' attitudes.
Those who closely followed the recent demonstrations at Columbia noted that the students' manner
was quite unlike the manner of the 60's protesters.
The current atmosphere is relaxed in comparison.
Students don't verbally attack administrators but
speak seriously with them. They were both disciplined and organized. And although the students said
they were prepared to be arrested, the demonstration
was called off minutes before a judge issued a preliminary injunction ordering the demonstrators to allow
access to Hamilton Hall, the building they had been
barricading. Perhaps fearful that their demonstration
would end as violently as the one at Columbia twenty
years ago, the protesters said it was time "to move on
to new tactics," although none were disclosed.
What's disturbing about the recent Columbia protest is that their tactic of serious discourse resulted in
no policy change. After three weeks, the students
could only claim a "moral victory."
Affecting others' thoughts and attitudes is, of
course, nothing. to scoff at. The demonstrators may
have gained supportthrough approval and sympathy,
but unlike the 60's protest, they failed in one respect
- namely, getting the rest of the student body to rally
behind them, which may have put more pressure on
the university to compromise.
Many students in the 60's would have been willing
to join protests against a wide range of issues. Today,
however, it's apparent that students, in general, are

To The Editor:
College
attendance
policy
looms once more as current campus controversy . Professor Charles
Fethe made a case against mandatory attenance in these columns last
month . On one point I agree with
him wholeheartedly. He emphatically believes students should attend class.
But why should they? Some of
the most prestigious institutions in ·
this country and abroad do not
mandate attendance . Well motivated students bringing to college
well honed skills in studying may
choose to learn their history or philosophy or whatever in the library
rather than the lecture hall. Although a more difficult route,
some choose it. At Kean, some students do not bring to college carefully developed study skills. Some
confront for the first time demanding intellectual experiences, Only

not interested in social issues. The 60's spiritualism

were available so that people

has waned; we now devote ourselves to four years of

academia to land fine jobs. Indeed, those at Columbia may have even feared what effects their protests
would have had on their academic careers and
beyond.
The career interest may be one reason student
bodies on campuses remain highly fragmented.
Another may be a lack of demographic power that
students in the 60's had.
But this says something more - that our insecurities, characteristic of any student population , don't
allow us to reach beyond ourselves. In contrast,
strength in number and attendant media attention
may have provided the 60's generation -sufficient
cohort comfort to turn their insecurity outward, toward society's ills in the form of constructive protest.
Whatever the cause of the present fragmentation,
the result is not coalition but isolation. We choose to
be this way; perhaps we can't see another choice.
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Student Organization

by working with instructors can
they be grounded in the procedures that they need to profit from
college. They must come to class.
And if they do not, does anyone assume that they are busily engaged
in study at Nancy Thompson Library?
With some students we give a
false impression when we do not
mandate attendance. Even among
ourselves, faculty cannot agree
about why we do what we do,
Catching the spirit of indecision, at
least some of the students assume
that their presence is not required
because nothing significant is
going on .
One argument made in the Senate holds that it is d ifficu It to actually take attendance in every class .
The difficulty is reason enough, it
is said, to end the discussion . This
is the weakest of reeds. Faculty ·
must have some responsibilities , If

A memorable event
To The Editor:
On Sunday, May 5, between the
hours of 6:00 p,m, and 9 :30 p.m. ,
I experienced a most memorable
event. Kean's International Students held their 12th annual food
fair. In the past this event was held
on a school day, resulting in the
dining area bursting at its seams,
however, as soon as the food was
consumed people would start filtering out with only about one
third staying for the entertainment.
Well, what a difference for
1985! Downs Hall was tastefully
decorated with various pieces of
artwork and posters. A table with
pamphlets from various countries
could better inform themselves
about a particular country. The

music provided added to the international scene.
The international cuisine was
enjoyed by approximately 150

people at tables intimately set up
for parties of four and six or pushed
together to allow togetherness by
sororities and fraternities or family
groups.
Entertainment included a variety
of folk and cultural dances, the display and modeling of outfits and
national costumes, poetry and
even a comedy mime. The evening
ended on an upbeat emotional
note with all those present holding
hands and singing We Are The
World.
I wish to extend my most
heartfelt congratulations to the
LS.A , president and the entire
body of foreign students who were
responsible for a very successful
social/educational event and a
positive

contribution to campus

life.

Respectfully
Bridget R. Masters

Living up to the label
To The Editor:
In the Oct. 11 , 1984 edition of
the Indy, Gary Massano attacked,
through a distortion of facts and
typical right-wing rhetoric, the
Young Democrats of Kean College
and me personally. In my reply
(Indy Oct. 18, 1984), I accused
Gary of " one of the most laughable
attempts at name calling since the
well-documented
Nazi . propaganda of the 1930's and 40's."
Little did I know then that Gary
would live up to the label so well,
making his latest letter (A bold and
difficult visit) in the May 9 Independent no laughing matter.
I present here a paragraph of
Gary's letter for analysis , .
"Our great President is certainly
not going ot pay homage to dead
Nazi soldiers and members of the
elite Waffen SS , He is going to Bitburg to share with us the true
tragedy that war bears for us al I."
As to the first statement, the
President, by laying a wreath, did
pay homage to the members of that
grave site, and that is the fact. The

second statement is correct because wars are a tragedy and the
German people did suffer. But to
consider the Bitburg Cemetery as
the only place to show this understanding is ludicrous. More appropriate would be a wreath laying
ceremony to the 13,000 German
citizens that died in one night,
when their city of Dresden -which
contained no military targets-was
consumed by a fire-storm started
by Allied bombing.
Further Gary, you write about
how the average German citizen
was unaware of what was happening to the Jews in concentration
camps. While the actual truth of
the campus was concealed from
the majority of Germans, the complete story is below in a quote from
a recent speech by the German
Parliament President Richard Von
Weizacke (NY Times, 5/9/85) :
"Every_German was able to experience what his Jewish compatriots had to suffer, ranging from
plain apathy and hidden intolerance to outright hatred. Who

George's great job
To The Editor:
I would like to state to the student
body that George Star has done
more for the students at Kean than
Julia Talarick could ever do.
Where does she get off writing a
letter criticizing our class president. I have attended many Student Council meetings this past
year and all Talarick did was yell at
Student Council members, and she
put them down for not agreeing
with her.
I would like to inform the students of this college that Talarick
was never elected to any office on

this campus. She was appointed as
assistant National Student Affairs
director after a resignation and
moved up to NSA director the following year. Therefore she does
not have the support of the students at Kean like other elected
members of Student Organization,
and the students should not listen
to her.
George, keep up the good work.
You aredoingagreatjob!

Victor Reyes
junior class
Student Council member

the end is to further education, we
can surmount minor difficulties at
least.
Nor am I impressed by the argument that our more mature students, such as war veterans, would
be insulted by such a rule. On the
contrary, the history of three wars
shows that veterans rebel against
sophomoric jackanapes arising
from non-academic activities, not
against sanity. There is reason to
believe that the same is true of
other types of more mature stu-.
dents.
To get the message over, expectations of attendance must be college-wide. It is time we recovered
from the irrational assaults on
quality that we endured in the
1%O' s. Implicit in present policy is
the unannounced agenda that students can get something for nothing. That is not fair, just or even decent
Donald R. Raichle
professor of History

Thanks to
RA voters
To The Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those students who voted in the May 7 Residents' Association election. Your
participation was greatly appreciated ,
We are looking forward to a very
successful year. Also, we would
like to invite the resident students
to feel free to utilize the association
to its fullest potential through
ideas, problems, or anything else
on your mind ,
We are here to serve you, and
we plan to do our very best starting
with our upcoming spring picnic
on Friday, May 17.
Once again we thank you and
urge you to keep in touch with us
as we wi II with you.
Sincerely
The Residents' Association
Dan Rush, president

could remain unsuspecting after
the burning of the synagogues, the
plundering, the stigmatization
with the Star of David , the deprivation of rights, the ceaseless violation of human dignity? Whoever
opened his eyes and ears and
sought information could not fail
to notice that Jews were being deported ."
What else can I say about you
Gary and your letters; you're ignorant of history but rich in such
words as "down in history," " unforgettable," "bold visit," "done
years ago," "should not be
criticized," "hailed," "noble gift,"
and "hope and kindness." Gary
your great at slinging around purr
words but you and Reagan don't
fool me, The real reason Reagan
went to Bitburg was to appease the
right-wing of the Republican Party ,
For these right-wing sickos accept
any political belief, even NeoNazism, as long as it opposes
Communism , Perhaps the reason
Reagan was apprehensive about
visiting Bergen-Belsen was that
some of the first political prisoners
exterminated there were Jewish
communists,
Sincerely
Chris Logie

Letter policy
The Independent welcomes letters from its
readers. All letters must
be signed and sealed.
However, any request for
a name to be withheld
will be considered.
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Keen on Kean
OPINION
Beware.of the lies.about South Africa
Mannv Cantor
An elaborate five-page document titled Ten Big Lies About
South Africa has been put in circulation on this campus : There is no
attribution to an author or organization, but the content reveals it is
a reprint from some ultra-right
source.
The document is a mass of distortions and halt-truths constituting a total defense of the government of South Africa and its policy
of apartheid. Its obvious intent is to
confuse and blunt the mounting
movement against apartheid, for
. divestiture, for change in the Administration policy of "constructive
engagement"
and
for
economic sanctions against the
South African government.
Here are some of the assertions
this piece makes: black-white relations are better in South Africa than
in Britain or the United States;
blacks are better off in South Africa
than anywhere else in Africa ;
South Africa is not a police state;
there is no "black majority" in
South Africa, only tribal un its, and
South Africa is one of the most
peaceful countries in the world.
The danger of violence, even civil
war, is a figment of the imagination

of Ted Kennedy and Jesse Jackson
and American protesters and demonstrators . South Africa is depicted
as the victim "under a massive assault right now on two fronts:
Soviet troops and pro-Soviet forces
in Africa, and a massive propaganda campaign · here in the
United States."
The philosophy that inspires this
kind of writing, in which masters
are equated with slaves, is similar
to that which equates S.S. storm
troopers with the victims they
butchered. It gives rise to claims
like the one that the blacks newlyfreed in this country were "better
off" when the white masters "took
care of them." The kind of thinking
that cannot comprehend the struggle for freedom and justice in
South Africa could never have understood Patrick Henry's passionate cry: "Give me liberty or give
me death."
The dubious document inveighs
against the idea of one-man, onevote for South Africa. But it carefully does not mention that blacks
in South Africa have no vote. It extols living conditions for blacks in
South Africa but says not a word
about famine and drought else-

where on the continent. It asserts
that "vi rtually all responsible black
leaders" in South Africa are opposed to disinvestment, but fails to
name or quote even one.
What responsible black
leaders are saying

Bishop Desmond Tutu , Nobel
Peace Prize winner, told more
than 50,000 mourners at a funeral
for 29 victims in U itenhage: ·
"We are all, black and white in
South Africa, going to be free. But
many, many more are going to
face treason trials; many, many
more are going to be burned;
many, many more are going to
die."
Beyers Naude, secretary general
of the South African Council of
Churches wrote last month in African Report:
"Now the moment has arrived
when the people, after decades
and decades of silent suffering,
have started to rise up. Many of us
who oppose the regime have foreseen these developments for years
- and we believe all of it could
have been prevented if our pleas
had been heard and heeded .
"5outh Africa, both black and
white, will nowhavetoagonizeon

Bitburg defense misses central point
To The Editor:

Gary Messano's attempt to defend the President's visit to the Bitburg cemetery demonstrated an
admirable personal loyalty to
Ronald Reagan but misses the central issue of the visit.
The issue is not one of reconciliation with the West German nation
of 1985, rather it is of reconcilia-

tion with the Nazi German nation
oi the ,•no·s and ,940's which

committed many of the most heinous crimes ever perpetrated on the
face of the earth. Reconciliation
with modern West Germany is a
possible goal, reconciliation with
Nazi Germany is not possible. By
going even for a few minutes to
honor the dead in a cemetery
which houses Nazi and S.S. soldiers; . . . soldiers who fought
with enthusiasm and zeal to promote the policies of A.dloph Hitler,

I am writing in response to the
author of the Independent letter
Fed up with George Star that appeared in the 4/9 issue.
People who know Julia Talarick
are aware that she has a big mouth .
If she does not have the time to
write letters, how did she find the
time to write this one? George Star
said that only certain members of
the Executive Board were ruining
Student Organization's name.
Does Julia Talarick have a guilty

conscience?
George Star may not be the most
vocal person, but he gets the job
done, which in the long run is what
counts. I have seen George Star
break his back to get things accomplished for the Sophomore Class,
and I admire him for that. He does
not have to yell and scream to get
things accomplished.
George Star does not sit around
writing letters to the Independent.
The letter that he wrote two weeks
ago was his first. If it wasn't for his
letter many in our college would
not have known what the 1984-85

Executive Board was like.
George Star, in addition to serving as the Junior Class president, is
a member of the Kean College
football team, is a member of Intramural volleyball, softball and basketball as well as an employee of
Intramural Recreation . He has also
worked with the Residents' Association and the College Center
Board. He was a member of the
Carnival Committee which conducted a successful carnival. He
spent most of his time at the carnival working for the Sophomore
Class, and after the carnival was
through each evening he spent his
time cleaning up the carnival
grounds. He did not have to do
this, but he was dedicated enough
to see to it that the Sophomore
Class was well represented . How
many people on campus are involved in so many things?
On top of this George Star is a
good friend and is always willing
to help people with their problems
no matter what they are. I know
this because we have become
good friends, and I have seen

The following truth is not from
page 1 b_ut from the financial page
of the N. Y. Times : "Lending by
American banks to the South African private sector, excluding
banks, has jumped from $495.2
million in June, 1981 to $1 .1 billion last September. And lending
by American banks to South African banks, which was $1 .08 billion in June, 1981, soared to $3.5
billion last September."
So Secretary of State Schultz can
utter pious platitudes to the National Press Club about ending
apartheid but rejects boycotts, em-

Mr. Reagan taints himself forever
with Nazi and S.S. contamination .
What hurts most in the Reagan
visit is that he is a good man of high
ideals and purpose who was ill advised to participate in this ill conceived action . He went to Bitburg
despite the urgings of the U.S. Senate, the House of Representatives
and his own party leaders. Senator
Dole, who fought in the Battle of
the Bulge and knew firsthand of the

how much more so the young generation of today which did not live

than the Nazi party every has."
suppose the families of those that
perished in the Holocaust will derive boundless solace from that
"trenchant"
revelation .
Notwithstanding, Mr. Messano's
statement of Soviet atrocities is certainly a truism but does that fact
supercede the legacy of the Nazis?
There is a universal axiom that
states "one does not facilitate opposition to one virulent force by
laying wreaths at the graves of
another - despite noble intentions." More succinctly, "two
wrongs don't make a right."
· Ostensibly, Mr. Messano's, "su-

Getting the job done is what counts
To The Editor:

Constructive management means
save the profit, not the people

Nazi and S.S. brutality in executing U .S. soldiers, personally urged
Mr. Reagan not to go. Perhaps it
was Mr. Reagan's insulation from
the Nazi terror (he lived through
World War II but did not serve in
the armed forces) that made him
such easy prey for bad advice.
The current concern is that if Mr.
Reagan, who lived through the
period of Nazi terror, could be so
quick to want to forgive and forget,

Bitburg defense an anomaly to similar views
relevant the fact that Senator Bob
To The Editor:
Dole and numerous other RepubliGary Messano's letter in the 4/9 cans had publicly expressed a deIndependent entitled A bold and sire for the President to choose an
difficult visit manifests how far "a lternative" site.
right he is of his own political
Mr. Messano also suggested that
party. His defense of President "you liberals out there".should reReagan's Bitburg . visit is an ano- proach the Soviet Union for crimes
maly among those who generally against humanity rather than
espouse views si milar to Gary's.
Reagan for the Bitburg visit. (It is
Even ultra-conservatives such as quite an enigma how Gary has disWilliam Buckley Jr. have con- cerned that only liberals were inceded that the initial decision to at- . censed by the gesture.)
tend Bitburg was a mistake yet asHe then demonstrated his sinsert that there are certain efficacies cere fatuity by presenting as justifito be derived from it. He is also ob- cation that the "Soviets have killed
livious to or si mply dismisses as ir- more innocent people since WWII

how to resolve the crisis. Yet a serious obligation ·also rests on the
most powerful and affluent country in the world to reconsider its responsibility toward South Africa .
The United States must help us to
minimize the emerging violence
and maximize the chances for
peaceful change."
Rev. Naude warns, "Americans
must disabuse themselves of the
bogus concept that the root cause
of the unrest in our country is a
Communist onslaught created and
manipulated by Moscow."

George at work. He does not have
a big mouth, seeking praise for everything that he does; he just wants
the students to get what they deserve. He is one of the few people
in Student Organization that has a
backbone and Ju lia Talarick
wishes she had half the friends that
George Star has.
This year I will be working very
closely with George Star as the
vice president of the Junior Class.
It is very difficult to find someone
who has the qualities that he has to
represent the students of this campus, and I am proud to be working
with him in the coming year.
George Star is a gentleman and a
true friend. He does not need a big
mouth to get noticed on this cam~
pus. People who know him are
aware that he gets the job done and
he will continue to do so in the future.
Julia Talarick wishes she had the
respect of the students as George
Star has, when it comes to being a
leader and a person . She will find
out soon when and when not to
open her mouth when she gets out

preme court" of personal rationali zations has deemed it felicitous to
repeal such "liberal " dogmas.
As far as the legitimate issue of
"reconciliation" is concerned, one
should heed the words of Miles
Benson (colum ni st for the StarLedger) when he wrote, "The Bitburg blunder fixed what wasn't
broke. "
Mr. Messano also stated that "By
President Reagan visiting both a
Nazi cemetery and a Jewish death
camp he can remind us all of the
crimes, sins and uselessness of
war."
That assertiQn represents an unconscionable yet most convenient

in the real world. If she starts saying anything for the sake of talking
people will slam doors in her face .
Richar Bormann, vice president
Class of 1987

bargoes and sanctions against
trade or investment. Then he invokes a falsehood, that an overwhelming majority of black South
Africans agree with his position .
Nevertheless, right in his own
Republican Party Senator Richard
G. Lugar, chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, Senator Robert Dole, the majority
leader, Charles McC. Mathias and
Nancy Landon Kassenbaum, both
Foreign
Relations Committee
members, on April 24 co-sponsored a measure proposing
economic sanctions against the
South African government. But
they are to be imposed by the President in two years, if the South African government does not reverse
its apartheid policies .
This is a significant break with
Administration stands, and a
measure of the growing power of
the anti-apartheid movement in
this country. But two years delay
can only cause more violence,
more deaths, more hatred and a
worsened political and economic
crisis for all concerned. The situation demands mounting pressure
now, by means of boycotts, divestiture, disinvestment, embargoes
and sanctions .

through the period and does not
know what occurred .
The Holocaust Resource Center
at the Kean College Library (second floor) has been established to
perserve the evidence and memory of the ·great Holocaust. All
Kean College students are invited
to visit in order to learn and understand the terrible events of that
period.
Helen Walze,
Hmoc.aust Resource Center ·

dismissal of a more pertinent political reality. President Reagan initially refused to visit a death camp
as suggested by the German government! He maintained that such
a gesture would evoke the "passions of the time" but later succumbed to pressure after a public
reproach by chairman of the
Holocaust Council , Elie Weisel.
The only thing it can remind us
of is that when politics and morality are in contention President
Reagan will invariable choose the
former.
Thomas DeMartino
No Particular Politics

~

Many thanks from CHC
To The Editor:

As a volunteer of the Communication-Help Center and member of
its Executive Board , I would like to
take this oppportunity to thank the
new Executive Board of Student
Organization for reconsidering the
old Board's decision to terminate
the position of director of our program . On Thursday, May 9 at
about 5:00 p.m., Hotline received
word from one of the members of
Student Organization's Executive
Board that the position had been
reinstated . Knowing that our present director, Terri Cote, is leaving, Student Organization will instate a new director to take on the
responsibilities of the old one and
will also be responsible to other
funded groups on campus as well.
We feel this would be no problem

whatsoever, as long as our needs
are met in the process .
Again , I would like to express
sincere thanks to all those who
have reconsidered a decision that
could have been a disasterous
blow to a very effective and necessary community service organization. I would also like to thank all
of the students and faculty who
have supported us in our fight to
keep the director's position and
wish our present director Terri
Cote the best of luck in her life after
Hotline; she's done a fantastic job
and will be missed by all on the
program .
Respectfully submitted,
James R. Erickson
Out-Reach coordinator
Communication-Help Center

' .
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'Sha01' survey says half of spring grads are still jobless
From CPS
Half of this spring's college
grads won't have jobs when they
graduate, according to a new survey by a Chicago-based employment agency.
But college placement experts
caution that the survey - which has
been released to media around the
country- "sensationalizes" what is
a typical occurrence in the job
market,as many students intentionally leave campus without employment.
The study takes into account
over one million students at nearly
100 colleges across the country,
says James Challenger, president
of the Challenger, Gray, and
Christmas placement service in
Chicago.
Based on an analysis of the
172,000 graduati ng seniors at the
schools surveyed, Challenger
says, "it is likely that over half of all
students who will graduate this
spring will not have jobs when
they leave school, and are entering
the job market with non-business
skills."

The problems, he feels, is that
college placement offices aren't
adequately addressing students'
job hunting needs.

"Only a little over on-third of the
college graduates were assisted by
their school placement services in
finding a post-graduation job,"
Challenger says.
"Of the remainder, 38 percent
did not have the benefit of job
placement services while another
26 percent were involved in placement services but were still unable
to find work," he says .
And while the survey shows that
overall , 62 percent of the students
surveyed use college placement
services, less than two-thirds of
them get jobs.
"It's not necessarily because
campus placement is poorly run,"
Challenger says, "but [they are]
simply unable to address the needs
of many of their students"
"I think [Challenger' s] just blowing smoke," counters Victor
Lindquist, placement director at
Northwestern University and author of an annual nationwide job
placement survey .
Lindquist calls the study a
"sham."
"I just got a call from the New
York Daily News, and [Challenger] is selling this survey information like it's some great finding.
The fact has always been th_
at most

students don't have jobs when they
graduate, " Lindquist says. "So
what's the news?"
At Northwestern, for instance,
"55 percent · of our four-year
graduates go on to graduate
school ," he points out.
Indeed, "I would be very skeptical of the way [Challenger] is presenting his survey results,"· says
Judith Kayser with the College
Placement Council. · "It doesn't
mean that half of all graduates
can' t find jobs, just that half of
them don't have jobs yet. There's a
big difference."
"Many students," she notes,
"don' t evey get job offers until very
late in their graduating year, or
well after they graduate. And a lot
of students take the summer off, intentionally, figuring they'll enjoy a
little time off and avoid competing
with a million other new graduates
who will be looking for spring job
offers."
Still, Challenger argues those 50
percent who didn't have jobs
when they graduated - by choice
or default - sooner or later will
need some employment assistance.
Not coincidentally, Challenger
thinks he has the answer in a new

program his private placement
agency is offering.
Under the auspices of his new
"Graduplacement
Program,"
Challenger is seeking corporations
to underwrite job placement programs for new high school and college graduates.
And despite what some say is an
exaggerated view of the college
grad placement problem , there are

some schools with "abhorrent"
placement services where programs such as Challenger's could
do some good, Northwestern's
Lindquist admits.
" But if a student ends up in a private program like [Challenger's]·,
it's criminal , because it means the
school didn't do its job to begin
with," Lindquist adds .

Memorial ceremony
Four Kean College faculty members, who died during the
spring semester, will be memorialized in a Combined program open to the college community at 3:30 p.m., May
21, in the Wilkins Theatre. Several faculty members organized the event.
The deceased faculty members are: Dr. Robert Zito, and
associate professor of psychology, who di_ed March 9;
Zella J. Fry, a retired professor of speech/theater/media,
who died March 12; Charles H. Tyson, an assistant professor of history, who died March 21, and Dr. Robert E. Lee
Hacke, a professor of English, who died April 2.

Communication-Help Center sponsors suicide workshop
On Thursday, May 9, the Kean
College Hotline sponsored a
Suicide Prevention Workshop,
which turned out to be very successful.
The program was coordinated
by Terri Cote, director of the Communication-Help Center. Guest

psychiatrists,
Miller,
Ph.D ., a consultirig (social workers,
suicidoligist in San Diego, Califor- sociologists, etc .) rather than stunia and director of the Information dents. The purpose of the workCenter Clearing House regarding shop was to teach qualified people
suicide. Dr. Miller, is not only • to become suicide interventionists
- people who can recognize the
known for training people well,
but his workshops are consistently warning signs of a potential suicidal episode, evaluate the degree of
rated high.
risk inherent in such a situation,
Even though the program was
opened to the public, it was specif- and keep the suicidal person alive

vices that are available in the community. Because most professional
and lay people have never been
taught to recognize or respond to
suicidal risk, there is need for this
type of training. The response was
excellent. Over 250 people registered for the program and 230
showed up.
· Suicide will claim the lives of

half of all suicides could be prevented if more people were familiar with the early warning signals
of suicidal risk, if they would recognize these danger signs, and if
they were not afraid to respond to
them . If you or anyone you know
are contemplating suicide please
don't hesitate to call Kean College
Hotline (201) 289-2100 or (201)

speaker at the workshop was Marv

ically designed for professionals

long enough to be linked to ser-

nearly 40,000 Americans this
year. Experts estimate that perhaps

)89-6200 or find help from professionally trained people.

By Sharon Golden

COLLEGE STUDENTS
WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR MONEY
THIS SUMMER?
This _yeor, moke money doing whot
_you wont to do

lnterfajth Ministries, Inc.
sponsors a

Fellowship Luncheon
with special guest speaker

PASTOR DAVID DEMOLA
ofFaith Fellowship Ministries, lselin, NJ

Saturday, May 24, 1985, 12:30 PM
Kean College Downs Hall

We hove clerical, secretoriol, technical ond generol
warehouse jobs in the following industries:

AIRLINES
COSMETICS
COMMUNICATIONS
SPORTING GOODS
RETAIL
HEALTH CARE
CLOTHING
FOODS
DISTRIBUTION
MANUFACTURING
PHARMECEUTICAL
FINANCIAL SERVICES
A.DVERTISING
NEVER FEE/CONTRACT TO SIGN

POMERANTZ TempotQties
2029 Mo11is Ave., Union
851-0780

Donation: $10.00
Tickets may be purchased at: Jesus Book & Gift Shop, lselin, NJ or call 926-6421, 266-7075, 527-2973 or see Chris
Cottle in StudentActivites.

.
NEEDED
Ushers To.Work This Year's

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Thursday, June 6, 1985
Salary $3.35 per hour
. for further information,

contact CHRIS COTTLE
Office of Student Activities
CC-143
527-2044

To aide in the Kean College
Hunger Drive a joint faculty, staff
and administration bake sale will
be held on Thursday, May 16,
1985 from 9:30-2:00 p.m. in
the Townsend Hall Lobby.
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Arts and Entertainment•-------An inexpensive alternative to Broadway
By Camelia Suris
In today's economy, the price of
a Broadway theater ticket is outside the means of the average college student. There is however, a
viable alternative- the community
theater.
Various communities surround-

ing Union County have theater
groups that offer popular Broadway and Off-Broadway productions for a fraction of the cost of a
theater ticket in New York.
Community theaters are volunteer organizations run by people
willing to give their time and effort
to promote a positive cultural ex-

perience among the general public.
The groups offer a variety of entertainment ranging from musicals
to serious drama. The cost of admission generally runs from six to
lO dollars per person.
Some of the plays under production now are:

Jesus Christ Superstar (musical),
Chatham Community Players,
Chatham , NJ, 635-7363 ;
Pirates of Penzance (musical),
Cranford Dramatic Club, Cranford, NJ, 276-7611 ;
True West, Little Ham (musical),
Cabaret (musical, benefit), George
Street Playhouse, New Brunswick,

NJ, 246-7717 ;

The Middle Ages (comedy), The
Whole Theater, Montclair, NJ,
744-2989 .
You may purchase single or season tickets from the box offices or
through the mail.
For further information, contact
your local community theater.

FILMS/ 'Dungeon Master
11

By David Wuethrich
One for Dungeon Master,

11

I
said out of the corner of my mouth
as if going into an X-rated movie
for the first time, hoping not to be
seen by anyone I know . Whv was
I spending my $4.50 for a flick
called Dungeon Master? Well, I do
like fantasy, and the friend I went
with gave it a strong recommendation (he is now nursing a black
eye) .
Once I was seated with my Coke
and Raisinets, I felt comfortable
and figured at least the film should
be entertaining. Well , for the next

80 minutes I was treated to a film · - barf!) is bored, and uses Paul and
with no plot, little continuity, but his computer to take on tests and
interestingly enough, some nice,
challenges to see how strong this
11
low-budget special effects.
new magic 11 is. Paul is turned into
Dungeon Master has nothing to a sort of computerized super-hero
do with dungeons or traditional , and goes on one unrelated advenfantasy . It was more like putting ture after another.
one of Roger Corman's worst
Sometimes these adventures
nightmares into an Apple com - have the capacity to be very interputer and seeing what you got.
esting, but they are always too What you have is a computer short and never developed enough
whiz (Oh no, not another one!) for the viewer to really take an inand his girlfriend, captured by an terest in them . All the while Paul's
evil figure called Mestima (real girlfriend Gwen is chained to a
scary name, huh?), portrayed by rock saying such wonderful lines
Night Court's Richard Moll.
as " Paul, save me! 11 and (to MesMestima (also known as Lucifer tima) 11 You won't defeat him, bus-

Grub Street Writer-here at last
Every year, thanks to Student
Organization, Council for PartTime Students, and the Alumni Association, Kean College brings out
the campus literary magazine The
Grub Street Writer. This year, as in
past years, the literary magazine
features poetry and prose that attests to the creative vitality of the
students here on campus.

Under the guidance of Daniel
O'Day and Richard Katz, professors in the English Department,
this year's magazine promises to
live up to the standards set by previous issues. Edited by David
Wuethrich, George Schroepfer,
and Robert Maxton, and designed
by Marge O'Reilly, the 1985 Grub
Street Writer will be available to
students next Monday, May 20, in

Willis 305 . Since printing costs
limit the number of copies that can
be printed, copies are available on
a first come, first serve basis.
Students interested in working
on next y~r's issue should contact
either Daniel O'Day or Richard
Katz . They can both be reached in
the English Department at 5272092/3.

The evening will open at seven thirty with a
cocktail hour and hors d'oeuvres .
The formal dinner will be in the Jefferson
Ball Room and will start at nine thirty with
a champagne toast , and will consist of
Green Salad
Soup Dufour
Roast Prime Rib of Beef
Garden Vegetables
Baked or Fried Potatoes
Coffee and Tea
Ice Cream

Kean College
Senior Pro01 '85
Birchwood Manor
Whippany, New Jersey
June 3, 1985
7:30 PM-1:00 AM
Bids On Sale In The Student Center
Buy Your Bid Through May 24th
All Full-Time Students Are Welcomed
Price is $50.00 Per Couple
For more information stop by the Student Organization Office
Sponsored By
Student Organization, Inc.

ter!"
As I said before, there are some
nice effect5 in the movie. I got the
feeling this film was made by some
graduate students as a Masters
thesis in film study . The effects
made up, ever so slightly, for the
absolute wretchedness of the rest
of the film .
There were some nice laser effects, such as a good stop-motion
sequence with a stone giant. Some
·nice make-up and animation effects made the film a sort of showcase for amateur talent. Sadly
enough, the film as a whole is just
so awful that I can' t recommend it

to anyone except those who might
want to make their own movie and
see how not to do it.
Well , I just hope that some of the
·people that I thought were talented
(namely the spfx people) get
noticed by the big filmmakers, and
their talents get used for better
films .
The next time a movie like this
comes around I think I'll check the
T. V. Guide to see if they aren't repeating Jason and the Argonauts,
or some other good old movie so I
can save my money and my intelligence.

Jazz ense01ble sizzles
at Wilkins
By Vincent Spada

the biggest ovation for his solo of

As the temperature soared into
the 80's, Wilkins Theatre roared
with the sound of America's original form of music - jazz, as the
Kean College Jazz Ensemble performed their spring concert on Friday, May 10.
The band, under the direction of
conductor
Robert
Yurochko,
treated the warm, receptive aud,ience to a mixture of Hard Bop,
Blues, and Latin. Attired in checkered, plaid garments, the 18piece ensemble was loose and
steady as they performed numbers
like Stolen Moments,
Blues
Machine, and Marvin Hamlisch's

Body and Soul. His exhibition

Ice Castles.
Among the evening's standouts
were saxophonist Andy Fusco and
Flugelhorn player Mike Flackelman. Fusco, formerly of the Buddy
Rich Band and now a permanent
member of the ensemble, received

would have eve made E Street's
Clarence Clemons stand back.
Other brilliant performances were
turned in by tenor saxophonist
Marvin Howell and bass guitarist
Bob Strano during Blues to Grab
You.

Appropriately, the concert concluded with a swinging upbeat
tune called Fatima. Everyone
played their hearts out as they
saved their best for last. While
Fusco and Flackelman were again
outstanding, Keith Burns thun.dered on the drums and Ty Gilbert
sizzled on the bongos.
The one negative aspect about the
, event was that it was too short and
left the audience wanting more.
Overall, it was a near flawless performance as the Wilkins' crowd
was entertained to a delightful evening of jazz.

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. TIie ~ .......... by Ludlum. (Bantam,
$4.50.) La- international lhrillertrom Ille,,_.., ot intrigue.
2. lal ID Win, by t.M. (NAL/Signal, $4.50.)
Wtnning through-.

2. a-1 W - by Judy Blume. (Pocket. $3.95.) Ew,y
woman'o -,ch tor-• heppiMU and I rMallingtut lite .
._ ....... ~-......,l'IIIIII■• b y - e . . -.

(~.B<own. Sll.115.)Collectlonolthecomicllri119olthell0'1.
I. TIie .,._.Ill . . ~ by Paul ScOII. (Avon. $4.50.) Lite in
,,_ under the Britt■h Raj.
I. 1118-cllol-, l>),T.J . ....... &R . H . W■termenJr.
(WerMr, $1.15.) A looll et the _,_II ot IUCCeufut buoi-.
7• ...,_,..._,byS.-l..:o. (Balantine,$4.95.)Nicholal
and J - ~ and Ille generatlono that and ttwm.
.. TIie _
.._ T......., by M. Scon Peck. (Touchetone,
$1.95.) Paychologicll end ■piritual inlplrltion by I psychia1rill.

1.. I.Alfll ol . . 0..., b y , . _ M. Greeley. (W■rMr, $4.50.)
S.toeller.

Greeley'••-

10. 1.111ng, i..-. ~ by Leo Buocaglia. (FIIWC8tt,
$5.95.) Thoughto
from_
Ille_
1JCCleimed
C■litomia proleuor.
~ ... ,... ~
., ..... ,_ _
,.. _ _
_ ... __ tl _

New & Recommended
.

.
Pu111n9 .. One -

- - • by K. Blanchard & A. Lober.
(Berkley, $3.50.) Now thil essential follow-up appliel Iha lhroe
MCrets10 thatyoucan put them to work in your life immediately:_

W• Day, by Whitley S t r - and Ja,,_ Kurietka . (Warner.
$4.50.) Five yea~ atter a "limited" war. two survivors journey
across Amerk:a.

·

TIie , _ • - • ~ . b y Georgia Witkin-Lanoil.
(Berkley. $3.50,) T etls ofthe stresses unique to women, and why,
because of biology and conditioning, the stniins of daily lite may
strike women twtee as hard as men.

---
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CCB presents

SPRING PICNIC '85
May 16, 12-6PM
In front of the College Center
featuring
Pure Prairie league• Impact
Yellow Man • Whirling ·Dervishes
FREE FOOD - FREE BEER
with Kean ID and proof of age

The last issue of the
Independent will be
Thursday, May 23. All
submissions must be
submitted to the Indy
by Friday, May 1 7 at
5 P.M.

Good friends keep you going
when all you want to do is stop.

Your feet hurt. Your legs
hurt. Even "your teeth hurt.
But your friends thought
you looked terrific. And with r:
them· urging you on, your
' 1:
first 10 kilometer race didn't
finish you. You finished it.
Now that you have something to celebrate, make
sure your support team has
the beer it deserves.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.
-

Lowenbriiu. Here's to good friends.

Thurs., May 16, 1985

KEAN
DANCE ~
THEAfRE
May 16, 17, 18 at 8:15p.m .
May 19 at 3:00p.m.
Wilkins Theatre
Kean College of N.J.
Morris Avenue
Union, New Jersey
Free Admission

~/
~

•

-4 .,
. ·".':
.

\""

Presents:
Francisco
Garcia
IQ!:ca
A Dance
Theatric
Piece

&
Short
Stories

.,

'-

Sponsored by the Department of PhysJC al Education, Recreat ion & Hea lth

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Theater

STUDENT ORGANIZATION PRESENTS:

Two Recipients of its
$500 Scholarship Awards

A student in the Special Ed.
Learning Disabilities
program; and

FOR

Mr. Leo Bartelloni
A student in the Behavioral
Sciences, Human Behavior
and Oranizational Psych.

Semi-Formal Affair
-cocktail hour-full course dinner-entertainment-

TICKETS
ON SALE:

D

I

■m

I don 't

w■ nt

Students $15.00
Faculty/ Adm. $22.00

-----------------------------to

so rr y I c a nnot

mle■

this ewent , my ch•c k o r money o r der

■ttand

M ■ k• ■ II c heck ■ p ■ y ■ bl ■

but hara

I■

I■

Included.

my donation to th• Collage

Schol■rahlp

Fund.

to Student Org ■ nlz ■ tlon Ro ■ at Fund, m■ II or ■ and Inter-office

t o St udent Or ganization, Collage C ■ nt ■ r Room #128.

Beach Party Picnic
Sponsored By
The Residents' Association & Housing

Friday, May 17
Behind Dougall Hall

FREE
Food & Beer w/1.D.
Bikini Contest & Male Go-Go
Prizes Awarded
Funded By Student Organization

Christian Fellowship
Great Adventure Trip, May
1a, call 694-2938.
Dr. Coles will speak on May
19, call Janice at 561-4985.
Installation of all new officers at Chapter Meeting, May
21. Party will follow with some
skits and songs. We meet in J132 at 1 :40 p.m. All are welcome.

Candidates for
graduation
Please note that candidates

Communication-Help
Center
Have a problem? Want to
rap? Call Hotline, .289-2101,
527-2360, ·"527-2330, Mon-.
day-Friday, 9 a.m. to 1 a.m .,
Saturday-Sunday, 2 p.m. to 1
a.m. Walk-in Peer Counseling,
Monday-Friday, 9 a.m. to 6
p.m.
.
Frustrated? Child problems? Call Kean College Parent Line, 351-5877, MondayFriday, 9 a .m . to 1 a.m., Sa\utday-Sunday 2 p.m. to 1 a.m.

for June 6, 1985 graduation
Do you have a drinking
are posted on the bulletin problem, or have a friend who
-----------boardnearRoomT-106,inthe has a drinking problem? Call
Townsend Building (firstfloor). the Kean College Hotline for
'J
Please check the graduation the Alcoholics Anonymous
roster carefully to make sure .meeting on campus. Call 289your name appears on the list 2100, Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.
The New Jersey
correctly.
to 1 a.m., Saturday-Sunday, 2
Chapter of the World
Note: the roster of candi- p.m. to 1 a.m.
dates for August 18, 1985 1---- - -- - - - - Future Society called
graduation is not posted as,
Early Childhood Dept.
Public Forum Series,
yet. However, if your applicaGraduate
Assistantships
"The Tyranny of the
tion was submitted to the Re- are available at the Day Care
Righteous, " a discussion giStrar's Office, you will be in- Center for early childhood cerof the effects of religious vited to participate in the June t·f·
, ,e d teac hers· who are ·in t er6, 1985 commencement cere- ested in becoming master
extremism on society.
monies. Diplomas for August . teachers and in earning a
18 , 1985 graduation will be masters degree at the same
Howard F. Didsbury,
Jr., professor of History, available in the Registrar's Of- time. Salary plus free tuition,
fice (first floor, Administration up to 24 credits/year. For more
Kean College.
Building) after the 18th.
information see Emilie NisenThursday, May 16,
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i son, director, Kean College
1985 at Kean College,
Early Bird Workouts
Day Care Center, at CSN 11 o
Morris Ave., Downs Hall
The Center for Human Per- (2075), or Ms. Selma Dubnick,
formance and Rehabilitation 527-2665, T-106.
Dining Rooms II and Ill, will be offering an early morn- 1 - - - ~ - - - - - - - 7:30-10:00 p.m. Open to ing workout program for faculTechnology Dept.
the public, free parking
ty, staff and administrators.
May 7-20, early registration
nearby.
This program will be offered reminder. 3 Credit Elective:
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 from 8:00 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
Woodworking for the NonMonday-Thursday at the Cen- Major, IS 3301, Department of
ter in CSW 109. Workouts in- Technology.
elude stretching, stationary - - - - -- --=----cycling, treadmill walking and
· Child Study Institute
jogging and universal exerAre you interested in becises. Come to the Center and coming
a
Speech
activate your mind and body Pathologist or a Teacher of
with a workout, shower an(j the Hearing Impaired? If so,
I you need to schedule a brief
The Kean College Concert some"OJ."
Band will play a program of ,______________ interview. Call 2218 or stop in
outstanding music pieces on
at the Institute for Child StuMonday, May 20, at 8:00 p.m.
dent and see Mrs. Grove for
in the Wilkins Theatre for the
the applications.
Performing Arts. These works
include a symphony for band
and several other pieces by
leading composers. Admission is free and all are welcome.

program.

6:3011:00 PM

Trip To See
LaCage-

Kappa Delta Pi is sponsorThe Kean College Speech
and Hearing Department is of- ing a bus trip to the Palace
fering a free service to all fac- Theatre to see La Cage Aux
ulty and students. Speech and Fol/es on Monday, May 20,
language screenings are 1985. The bus will leave the
being conducted by the T.P.A. at 6:00 p.m. sharp. OrGraduate Assistant in the chestra tickets are $51 .00
Child Study Institute Building each. Mezzanine tickets are
(Kathryn Albert Gasorek Hall). $44.00each .
Performances are
For tickets call Lillian Lemke
The
screening, which is reMay20-23
quired for admission to an at ext. 2628 on Monday and
at 7:30 p.m. in
education major, takes 5 min- Wednesday 12 noon until 1:30
The Zella Frye Theatre
utes and will identify any com-. p.m., or call 232-5815 evemunication problems you may nings. Ticket requests may .
VE-119
have, including articulation' also be sent to J-205G. Cash
Admission is free.
and language disorders, for- or checks payable to Kappa
eign accents, tongue thrusts, Delta Pi.
All are invited to
and dysfluencies. Contact the 1---- - - - - - -- - Speech and Hearing Clinic, at
College Work Study
attend. Further
527-2218,
between
9:00
and
Positions
Currently Open
information is available
4:30 on Tuesdays and ThursCWS positions currently
in VE-410.
days to set up an appointment. open for spring '85. Applicants
1 - - - - - - - - -- - - , Remember, you must pass must currently have financial
The Kean College
this screening to be admitted aid. Applicants must fill out a
Alumni Graduate
to an Education Major1
_pink application and see Mrs.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i Van Der Stad in the FinancialScholarship Committee
Inter-Varsity
Aid Office.

Ms. Marilyn Miller

COLLEGE ROAST

Attention All Faculty
And Students

Kean College Directors'
Workshop Series
presents
15 one act plays
by many famous
playwrights

is pleased to announce

D YES,
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The Tyrannv
oifthe Righteous

Kean College
Concert Band
To Appear In
Free Concert

Pa,elO
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CLASSIFIEDS
'85 Barbados ServiceLearning Program
July7-August11, 1985
Interested in a servicelearning experience in the
Caribbean this summer?
If you have any background
or interest in working with disabled children and adolescents, the Barbados ServiceLearning Progrma might be
the ideal program for you.
Learn about the needs of
disabled youth in the context
' of another culture while providing a valuable service.
Work and live with college
students from around the
United Staes and Canada on
the island of Barbados, West
Indies.

Open to All Majors
For further information including
costs,
available
course credit and scholaships
contact immediately:
Professor Brenda Calloway
527-2326
Campus School East 113

Alcoholics Anonymous

Classifieds
For Sale: 1979 Honda Civic. Rebuilt engine, good body and tires.
Must sell. $1950.00 Call Craig,
687-0831 evenings.
Summer Employment Opportunities. Gain valuable experience and work toward helping
mentally retarded individuals in
group homes achieve their
maximum potential. Pleasant,
flexible working conditions. Excellent schedules for summer weather.
Group homes are in operation
3-11 p.m. weekdays and between
8 a.m. and 11 p.m. weekends. Variety of schedules available, both
part-time and full-time made up of
a selection of the hours listed
above. Homes· are located in
Summit, New Providence, Berkeley Heights and Millington.
Act now and call Our House,
Inc. at 464-8008 for further information.
Profeulonal Typist: Resumes,
Dissertations, Statistical Tables,
Letters, Theses, Term Papers.
Reasonable Rates. Call Eileen
964-1793.

AA Meeting (Alcoholics
Anonymous) every Tuesday,
1:40-3:00 p.m. Call Communication Help Center for location, 527-2330/2360, 2892101 .

"Summer Jobs!!" - Kelly Services has temporary assignments
for students! Positions available
include: clerical, light industrial,
and marketing. Please phone
355-6001 for appointment.

Indy
Personals

Computerized Resumes. Exclusively resumes and cover letters.
Free computer storage and update. 24 lb. classit laid paper.
Group discounts. Call 968-8780,
24 hr. a day, 654-5357 11 a.m.-7
p.m., Mr. Funes.

ISA.,
That was fantastic . We should

Summer College Program, For-

tune 500 Co. Last summer we
Ogaga employed 1,500 students in our
college program. They averaged
$275 per week. We offer bonus
HeyDummy,
Whoever you are?! You didn't . cash awards of up to $3,700,
even have the courage to sign training and many other benefits.
your name to your personal . You We develop leadership and marketing skills. For info call 376talk of humiliating me, how does
3903.
one do that?!! Do they say I am
ugly, a foreigner, dumb, boring International student looklng
(you fill in the rest) . Do I care?!! for an apartment for this summer
NO !!! I still do not feel or a family to live with. Good manhumiliated. Would you like to ners, no bad habits and willing to
share some of your lowly pay a good rent. If interested
humiliating experiences with please call 527-2726 anytime and
ask for Leon.
Kean?

Wordprocesslng. Need assistance with your term paper, dissertation, resume and covering letters? Wordprocessing is convenient, accurate and, often, the
most economical way. Contact
Legal Stylistics Wordprocessing
Service: 789-0750.
Budget & Finance Analyst. Fast
growing, dynamic management
consulting firm seeks graduate to
join its team of professionals.
Qualified- candidates will have a
Bachelors degree with a concentration in finance/accounting.
Competitive salary and excellent
benefits. Send resume to Donna
Bardell, Brophy & Associates,
Glenpointe Centre East, 5th
Floor, Teaneck, NJ 07666. AA/
EOE.
NOTICE: Wanted assistance
for summer camps. June 24Aug. 1, Mon.-Thurs. 8:15 a.m.1:45 p.m. 2-3 Recreation or Phys.
Ed. Majors, 3 Swimming lnstruc·tors with Water Safety Instruction
Cert., 1 Swimming Instructor with
First Aid Cert. Call 527-2163 or
send letter to the Summer Session Office, 2nd Floor, Administration Building.
Wordprocesslng. Need assistance with your term paper, dissertation, resume and covering letters? Wordprocessing is convenient, accurate and, often, the
most economical way. Contact
Legal Stylistics Wordprocessing
Service, 789-0750.
Summer Help Wanted: $8 to
start, N.J. corp. sponsoring student work program. No experience, scholarships, local work,
634-4920.

do it again sometime!

Raj
Happy Birthday John, now
you' re really an old man ! ! !

Love,
Your Young Friend
Traci
Hi, Craigie!
Can't wait until our first camping trip . (Don't forget the
nachos!) I love you, I love you,
I love you!

Tbel:C.F.
Peter,
Howz about a roll roll roll in za
Hay???

Felicia
FabGal&Mr.G.
Let's try out the new plumbing
systems again real soon.

Queen''M"
If you have a message for
someone: Birthday, anniversary,
or just a hello, why not say it in the
Indy Personals! The cost is only
$1 .001 Messages should be thirty
words or less, typed or written legibly. Drop itbyCC-119, deadline is
Friday 12:00. Note: Messages will
be printed at Editor's discretion.

Thestrlcal Characters Wanted.
Excellent for college theater
_major/thesbians. $3.75 to $4.50
per hour. Call Otto in Union at
688-021 O or Frank in Wayne at
785-1461.
Experiencing etr'Na, tension?
Ovelworked? Set up an appointment for a relaxing, unwinding
Swedish massage, sport mas- '
sage, or foot massage. For more
information contact Steven J.
Guttman, Certified Registered
Massage Theraplst (CRMT) at
687-4549.

Math Tutor Service: specializing
in College Algebra, Geometry and
Trig. Reduced rates for full-time
students. Flexible hours. For
more info call 687-3956, ask for
Gary.

Student photographer wants
models: M-F, glamour types &
everyday faces, all ages for still
and motion picture work. Objective is to mutually build portfolios.
Contact P.O. Box 498, New Providence, NJ 07974; or call (201)
464-0969 and ask for Bob, Jr.

COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Enrich Your
Education
and Gain .
Professional
Experience.
FACULTY: P'L!AS! ANNOUNCE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D!PARTHENt J•lOS HITCHIMSON HALL OR C.ALL

527•2066.

•

Choice of lntennhip Placements
Work for Ftdl Academic Credit
WHkly Academic Semiurs
Speak•rs Series
Capitol Hill lrtaklnts
Discuuion Groups, Social Activities
Ctntrally-Louted Housin1 Facility

For Majors in:

TO YOUR CLASSES

A.HD IF, ANY ONE 1S lMT!It.lST!D IN CONSIDERING
A PALL U!tS PU.C!M!Iff, KAV! llllH CON"IACT
DR, RUBIN; CHAIRP!l.SOM, POLITICAL SCIENCE

•
•
•
•
•

Social Sciences
Humanities
Natural Sciences
Business

Creative Arts

THE WASHINGTON

~

lOLc,;,,c:, IHROU.,H IHI RI\C.11
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< ,P.. ,! t ,n

1101 Fourteenth SL, N.W., WullinglOft, D.C. 20005
Formrrly The \\4\h,n111or, Cen1er 10, le.-,nrng -\h··•.,.u,, ..,

WASHINGTON CENTER
A NON-PROFIT EDUCATIONAL ORCANIZATION
1101 141h Sl~et, N.W.
Wothinston, D.C. 20005
(202) 289-.,680

More than 6,000 students from 400 colleges and universities have participated in the
Washington Center's program. Washington Center interns receive academic credit from their
home institutions while working full -time in setti ngs as diverse as the U.S. Congress, the State
Department, t he U.S. Attorney 's Office, The Na tional Institutes of Health , NBC News, 1he

Georgetown Center for Strategic and Internationa l Studies, Common Cause, the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, the Kennedy Center and the Library of Congress.
In addition, interns participate in one of over a dozen academic seminars taught by qual ified
Washington professionals (a ttorneys, Congressional staff, policy anal ysts, senior executives).
They also attend briefings, de bates, site visits and guest lectures.
Orientation, counseling, and evaluation sessions are provided by e>1perienced Washingto n
Center staff. We emphasize tailoring internships to complement students' regular degree
programs in order to ensure the acade mic credibility of work experience. Competitive
scholarships are available for minority s1udents.
The Washington Center provides housi ng and social activities ; the even ts are organized by
Center staff and student committees.

PLAYS, PLAYS, PLAYS!
Kean College
Directors' Workshop Series
announces the presentation
of fifteen one-act plays
by well-known playwrights
Performances will take place
May 20-23, at 7:30 p.m.
in Zella Frye Theatre
Vaughn-Eames Hall, Room 119
Included are: Sneeze by Neil Simon, The Still
Arm by George S. Kaufman, 27 Wagons Full of
Cotton by Tennessee Williams, No Exit by JeanPaul Sartre, and In The Shadow of the Glen by
John M. Synge. Admission is free. All are welcome
to attend.
Further information is available in VE-41 O

Help Wanted: Skilled or semiskilled carpenter/helper for summer employment - possible year
round position. Transportation required, tools helpful. Call 2728766. Ask for Gary of Wayne.

TIME: 1:40 & 7:J0p.m.

D.J. Frank Dickson at the Pub
every Thursday. Cheap Drinks!!
Door Prizes!! Also available for
private parties. Call 527-291 O.

·Deadline for Classlfled Ads is
Friday 12:00 prior to publication.
The cost is $7.00 for the first 30
words. Each additional word is
30¢. The ad must be prepaid 5
Math Tutor. All levels algb. thru . days prior to publication. Students
calc. Will accept any challenge. may place an ad free of charge,
David Cohen. Call 232-8081 any- provided it is not associated with
time, 232-608511 a.m.-11 p.m.
their place of employment.

All New Pep Squad Tryouts
For Fall Football Season
Thursday, May 16at3:30-4:00 in TPA 141 (Wilkins Theatre)
1. Must be physically fit, good stage look; 2. Prepared oneminute dance routine to music, and 3. No cheerleading necessary- open to guys as well as girls.
•Band players can register for one credit now under Music
Bandforfall. Yurochko, instructor.
For info call Kathleen, Rogers 622 or Angel, Sozio 212.
Brought to you by the Music Department.

The Washington Center
Internship Gives You:

Faculty / Student
Discussion Following
Evening Screening
sponsored by the
Cultural Arts
Pregraming Board

Thurs., ~ay 16, 1985
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Rec Roundup
Intratnural Sports
Co-Rec softball
Due to rainy days, the regular
season did not conclude until
Tuesday, May 7. Thus, the playoffs were pushed back to start on
Monday, May 13 . Each team that
completed the regular season with
less than two forfeits has been
seeded in a single elimination
' play-off tournament. Below are the ·

teams listed in order of seedings:
1. Hurricanes, 2. Braves, 3. Capons, 4 . Shaefer Lites, 5. Panthers,
6. The Green Machine, and 7. The
Grizzlys.
Congratulation;; are extended to
all teams that qualified for the playoffs.

Volleyball
The regular season of volleyball
Men 's League: 1. The Stars; 2.
concluded on Wednesday, May 8. ·sudden Impact, and 3. H i-Risers.
All teams that completed the regu- Women's League: 1. Classic
lar season with less than two for- . Ladies; 2. The Hearts; 3. Angels,
feits have been seeded in a si ngle and 4. Sozio Slammers.
elimination tou rn ament. Below
Congratulations are extended to
are the teams lis_ted in order of all teams that qualified for the playseedi ngs in the respective leagues.
offs.

~

Summer guest policy
The Department of IntramuralRecreation Sports is offeri ng Kean
College students, faculty/staff, and
alumni the opportun ity to bring
two guests duri ng the summer informal recreation hours. Each individual who presents a current,
valid, Kean College ID is entitled
to receive two guest passes . The
names of the individuals for w hom
the guest passes are issued must be

designated at the ti me of issuance.
The passes will be effective from
June 24 through August 1, 1985.
Guest passes are issued from the
Office of the Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports, Room
122, East Campus, between the
hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5 :00 p.m .
Requests must be made in person.
Have an enjoyable and safe
summer!

EMPLOYMENT FOR
ACADEMIC YEAR 1985-86
The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports is now accepting
applications for positions on its staff
for the 1985-86 academic year. The
positions available include: lifeguards,
office assistants, gymnasium ·
attendants, weight room attendants,
intramural sports supervisors, EMT's,
artists, and photographers.
If you are in1erested in applying
for any of these positions, please
come to: The Department of lntramuralRecreationaf Sports, Room 122, East
Campus or phone 527-2229.

,---

NOTICE
The recreational facilities of the college will close for the spring 1985
semester on Friday, May 24 at 9:00 P.M.
Have a safe and enjoyable summer!

Department of

Intramural -Recreational

June 24-August 1
12:00-3:00 p.m., East Campus
7:00-9:00 p.m., Main Campus
The recreation facilities at the Main Campus include:
D'Angola Swimming Pool, D'Angola Gymnasium, and
CSW-108 Exercise Room.
The recreation facilities at the East Campus include:
Swimming Pool, Gymnasium*, and Exercise Room.
*The informal recreation afternoon hours in the East
Campus Gymnasium will commence on July 1 .
A cuffent, valid Kean College ID is required for admittance to all recreation facilities.

Sports

Divi~ion of Intramural )ports

Summer
Tennis

11 League
Sign up by= Thursday,
June 27 th

1985

Monday-Thursday, June 3-June 20
12:00-3:00 p.m., Main Campus

photo by Ivan Ortiz

Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports
Division of Informal Recreation

Department of
Intramural-Recreational Sports
Informal Recreation Hours

SUMMER

---

Intramural Volleyball - Women's League play.

Rm.122 East Campus

Opento:

0dditiona\ inJormatio11 a\lailable

1n the

Office of the Deportment
of \nlramura\ - Recrealiona\

faculty,

SJ~f.

Sports

Students
Men~ League
\Jomen·~ Leaque
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'SPORTS
Softball

Cougars sparkle, Knights fall
By Larry Doctor
Displaying aggressive baserunning, strong pitching and clutch
hitting, the Kean Cougars clipped
the Queens College Knights 3-1,
May 9 at East Campus Field in their
regular season finale as a small but
boisterous crowd cheered on.
The Lady Cougars drew first
blood in their home fourth as Mo
Flannery delivered Ginny Petzinger from third with a long sacrifice fly to center. Knight pitcher
Patty Eulner escaped further damage by getting Chris Aluetta to pop
up, stranding runners on second
and third .
Kean increased their lead in the
fifth as Jill Demark drew one out
walk and raced to third on a single
by Janice Higgins. Showing headsup baserunning, Higgins reached,
second on the late throw to third.
Eulner, facing Ginny P~tzinger,
uncorked a wild pitch , scoring Demark and Higgins who aggres- '
sively raced home as no one

a

covered the plate.
Leading 3-0, Kean pitcher Judy
Zamob was breezing through the
Queens line-up, firing a moving
fastball
and
an outstanding
change-up. Pitchi ng the way she
was, a shut-out seemed likely until
the sixth .
Facing Knight leftfielder Terry
Handler, Zambo made her first
mistake of the day. Falling behind
in the count, Zambo came in with
a fastball right down the middle
and Handler lined it over the leftcenter field wall for a solo homerun . Unshaken by the homerun,
Zambo came right back to strikeout Eu Iner and Leigh Moyer.
The Lady Cougars tried to increase their leaa in the sixth as Demark came to bat with runners on
first and second and two outs.
Reaching down for a low fastball,
Demark stroked a ·smash up the
middle for an apparent RBI single
when Knight shortstop Karen Seyer
made the play of the game. Diving
to her left, Seyer speared the ball

an'd, while laying on her stomach,
flipped the ball to second for the
force play and the final out.
In an effort to rest Zambo's
pitching arm, Kean Coach Cindy
Covello brought in Mary Delahanty to pitch the final inning.
With the tying run at the plate, Delahanty retired Pat Basae on a fly to
left for the final out of the game.
With the victory, Zambo raised her
record to 11-11 on the season.
"We left a lot of runners on base
because we couldn't get the crucial hits," first year Coach Rachel
Cardin said.
Covello gave her team's defense
the credit for the victory. "We
played very good defense. When
they had people on, we got their
batters out," said Covello, who is
completing her first season at
Kean.
There wasn't much time to rejoice for the Lady Cougars, as they
hurriedly prepared for the ECAC
Tournament that started May 10 at
Stockton State College.

Baseball

Kean bids for NCAA playoffs
By Dan Blackwell
The Kean Cougar baseball
squad is in good contention to receive a playoff bid in the NCAA Division Ill playoffs.
On Saturday, the Cougars, who
are 27-12-8, split a double-header
against Rutgers-Newark, winning
the first game 5-3 . Good eitchjng
by winner Scott Wohlrab put the
Cougars at 7-7 in the confrrence.
In the much needed second
game, the Cougars were not as
lucky as they went down 6-4 to put
them one game under .500.
"We had them and we let them
get away," explained Assistant
Coach Ken Moss. "T_hat game

would have put us over the hump."
Kean must now both take on the
tough Glassboro team in a rainout
game in order to get the Cougars
back to .500 ball and wait for the
result of other conference game
tournouts to possibly get tht bid to
the East playoffs .
Sophomore Anthony Coco will
surely get the nod at the pitchers
slot because of his superb pitching
throughout a year that has earned
h.im the best team record this season at 7-2 .
Kean misses the all-around ability of lead-off hitter Ron Pasko,
who brought to the team constant
hustle and high intensity. Ken

Moss sees this as a big loss because
" he kept the team on their toes with
constant chatter and hard play.·
Then he broke his arm a couple of
games back which put him on the
side line for the rest of the season."
The Cougars, win or lose, could
still get a bid to the playoffs, but
they will have to travel to the MidWest or the Southern Region
where their bid of 23 wins was better than most teams in those two re- ·
gions.
Last year Trenton placed in the
Mid-West because of the strong
conference here in the East. This
year we should expect to see Kean
there.

Tennis

Kean vs. Jersey City
Singles

KEAN

OPPONENTS

No. 1 Jim Reiner vs Ritchie Belen
No. 2 Vince Lasalle vs Ken Palmer
No. 3* George Goellervs Sammy Bossbaly
No. 4 Evan Levine vs Louie Rodriguez
No. 5 Felix Ocejo vs Vince Manzi
No. 6 Bill Newmerzhyckyvs Leda Sanchez

Winner Set 1

Set2

Set3

Kean
JCS
JCS
Kean
Kean
Kean

6-3
3-6
7-6
4-6
6-4
7-5

7-6
6-3
6-4
6-2

6-3
6-3
3-6
6-3
4-6
6-3

*Disputed Match

Doubles

No. 1

Reiner
Bossbaly
vs
Kean 7-6
Lasalle
Belen
Palmer
No.2 Jordan Peled
vs
JCS 6-2
Levine
Rodriguez
No. 3
Manzi
Ocejo
Kean 4-6
Bob Miller vs Darmesh Bambhrolia
FINAL SCORE: Kean 6, JCS 3

6-3
6-3
6-3

6-2

Lacrosse

Cougars crown
Queens, 11-5
By Shawn McConnell
The Cougars men's lacrosse
team finished its season on a strong
note when it drubbed Queens College of New York 11-5.
In an evenly played first quarter,
Queens Mike Starr was first to give
Queens a 1-0 lead . The Cougars
responded with goals by Danny
DeBenedetto and Kevin Doyle
with assists going to Gene Pronec
and Mike Vallow to give the
Cougars a 2-1 lead at the end of the
quarter.
Pronec opened the scoring in
the second quarter with a power
play goal to give the Cougars a 3-1
lead. Queens fought back and tied
the game with a pair of goals by
Starr to tie the score at three. The
· Cougars then opened up the of-

fense scoring three goals to take a
6-3 lead at halftime.
Queens tried to come back early
in the third quarter when Starr
scored his fourth goal of the game,
cutting the lead to 6-4. Pronec answered back for Keari with his second goal to end the third quarter
with the Cougars in fronl. 7-4 .
The fourth quarter was dominated by the Cougars, who put the
game out of reach with four quick
goals early by DeBedendetto {thi·. ~
and fourth), Pronec' s third, and
Doyle with his second to give the
Cougars an 11 -4 lead . Guy Lambardo scored for Queens late in the
game, but that was all they would
get as goalie Ted Glynn shut the
door to give the Cougars the victory.

Center for Human Performance and Rehabilitatiqn
presents

BEGINNING AEROBICS

The Intramural fencing team held a match last Wednesday night at D' Angola Gym.

Cougars lose in sudden death
Program includes: Certified Aerobics Instructor Joanne Kresberg . exercises and
danGe steps to music.

Tuesday & Th ursday -

4:30 · 5:30 P.M.

Class begins April 30. 1985

Come to the-Center to end your day with Fun and Exercise.

Campus Sc hool West Room 109
For an Appointment contact:
Walt Andz el or Gary Ball at 2548 or 2 103 - or drop in to see us

teams loosened up and made more
shots on goal. Dan DeBenedetto
By Laura Crilly
had a hat trick and was the only
The Cougars lacrosse team, after
player who scored during this
a very close game against Stockton
quarter. His last point, assisted by
State on Saturday, May 2, lost in
Gene Pronec and Rusty Todd, was
overtime 9-8.
an excellent shot blasted into the
First quarter action showed both
net at a left angle. The score was
teams playing on the defensive,
tied 5-5 at the end of the quarter.
making it tough for either team to
In the third quarter Gene Pronec
score . Kean did manage to score,
was the only Cougar to score. He
even ,pulling ahead by the end of
scored two goals but Stockton
the quarter 2-1. Scoring for the
Cougars were Dan DeBenedetto · State broke ahead scoring three
times, bringing the score to 8-7 at
and Gene Pronec.
the end of the quarter.
During the second quarter, both

The Cougars struggled to tie up
the score and even to win the game
in the fourth quarter. But not until
the final minutes of the quarter did
the Cougars tie. Scoring the tying
goal was Rusty Todd . The Cougars
tried scoring in the final seconds to
take the win but could not do it.
The game went into overtime, with
Stockton State getting ·control of
the ball and keeping the pressure at
the Cougar net. After five minutes
of play in overtime Stockton
scored, winning the game 9-8.

